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QUESTION 1

A Campaign developer must create a new table in Adobe Campaign. None of the fields in the new table have unique
values. 

What should the Campaign developer do? 

A. Create a composite key of multiple columns 

B. Create a primary key using autopk 

C. Create a primary key on one of the available fields 

D. Create a table without a primary key 

Correct Answer: B 

Reference: https://docs.adobe.com/content/help/en/campaign-classic/using/configuring- campaign-classic/ schema-
reference/database-mapping.html 

 

QUESTION 2

Which file formats are recommended lo use in the \\'Data Loading (file)* activity? Choose the two correct answers. 

A. .doc 

B. .txt 

C. .html 

D. .xml 

E. .csv 

Correct Answer: BE 

 

QUESTION 3

A developer wishes to merge the value of two different columns within the target dimension. @firstChild and
?econdChild, into one column separated by a space. What is the tight expression for this use case? 

A. concat(@»firstChild. ©secondChild) 

B. concat(@firstChild. ©secondChild. " ") 

C. JuxtWords(@firstChild, ©secondChild) 

D. JuxtWords2(@firstChild, ©secondChild) 

Correct Answer: A 
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QUESTION 4

A new column is added to the recipient schema via a schema extension. The extension is called recipientExt in
namespace abc. This new column is called CustomerDecile and is of type long. 

What is the database location of the new column? 

A. NmsRecipient.iCustomerDecile 

B. abcRecipient.CustomerDecile 

C. NmsRecipientExt.CustomerDecile 

D. abcRecipientExt.iCustomerDecile 

Correct Answer: C 

 

QUESTION 5

A Campaign developer is configuring a direct mail delivery. 

The Campaign developer selects "By data groupings" when configuring the control group sampling within the delivery. 

What is the reason for this configuration? 

A. By data groupings associates the campaign with a pre-selected control group population. 

B. The sampling will take the same number of records within each data grouping identified. 

C. Data is sorted by the data groupings attribute before the sample is pulled from the target population. 

D. The control group and the target group are extracted as separate files once the delivery executes. 

Correct Answer: B 
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